
Getting Started with iCoat Art Resin

Best Practices 

iCoat Art Resin 

T hank you for your purchase of iCoat Art Resin, the best 
product in its category delivering superior results. All 
epoxy resin products are not the same, the chemistry, 

raw materials, and manufacture all play a part in quality. iCoat 
has been producing its products in the USA for the last 30 
years and has continually improved the formula. You want to 
get the highest quality results from your work so here are a 
few best practices to follow.


Temperature plays a part in 
great results, so here are a 
few tips to get the epoxy and 

hardener to a more workable 
temperature. Doing this helps the A 
and B components mix better and  
helps the chemical process to start. 
Warm your bottles to approximately 
80degrees and try and work in 
temperatures between 75-85 F.


Prepare your workspace. Use parchment paper 
on your working surfaces and tape them into 
place. Include paper on the floor around your 

tables just in case you get the odd drip. If you are 
working indoors a little preparation now saves a lot 
in potential clean up later.


Coverage: Remember to always mix a little more than you need as you don’t 
want to have to mix more in the middle of a job. Approximately a 1gal kit covers 
about 25sqft, 2gal kit does 50sqft, and 32oz kit covers 6.25sqft, all at 1/8” depth.
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Mixing your product with the right ratios is 
important. If your mix is 1:1, meaning equal 
parts of each, it is not a bad idea to mark a line 

with a sharpie on the bottles to get an equal amount of 
each. When you are ready, mix the product for a few 
minutes making sure to scrape the edges of your 
mixing bowl to thoroughly mix the A and B parts 
together. Now the chemical reaction is going to start 
and it’s time to get to work.





Bubbles in your resin work can be prevented by 
following the warming guide and using a heat torch 
to release any other bubbles that form from 

outgassing where small air gaps in objects are released. 
By lightly heating the wet resin it brings the air bubble to 
the surface and releases it for a crystal-clear finish.





Clean up! At some point you are 
going to get resin on your 
hands and clothes, so wear 

something that you want to work in, 
use a bib, wear gloves, if you are 
prone to be messy, wear goggles or 
glasses. To clean resin on your skin 
use hand lotion or denatured alcohol 
and wipe it off with a rag.


Characteristics of iCoat Art Resin: 
√ Great for indoor use. √ Low Odor. √ Self-leveling. √ 1:1 Mix.  

√ Crystal clear high-gloss finish with unparalleled non-yellowing protection.  
√ Cures to touch in 24 hrs, fully cured in 3 days. √ Use with silicone molds.  
√ Adheres to most material surfaces. √ For the best curing results, room 
temperature should be between 75-85°F (24-29°C). √ Non-flammable.  

√ Store at or above 60°F (15.5°C). Do not store in direct sunlight.  
√ No VOCs, fumes, or BPAs. √ Certified food-safe when cured.  

√ Made in the USA.
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